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Yay, Summer is Here 
The pool will open Saturday May 27th.  The pool hours for the 
summer season will be 8 am to 9 pm. The gate will be cabled 
after hours for added security. Please be mindful of the closing 
times so that our friendly neighbor volunteers can quickly do 
their job of closure at 9 PM. Residents are reminded that:   

1. Only Arbor Springs residents and their invited guest are 
permitted to use the pool.  The pool code is not to be given out 
to any non-Arbor Springs individual.  

2. Children under the age of 16 are to be accompanied by 
someone 16 years or older.  

3. 4. Guests are to be accompanied by an Arbor Springs 
Resident.  

4. Everyone is encouraged to utilize towels while using the lawn 
chairs to minimize the damage due to sun screen.  

5. Pool users are encouraged to maintain the pool in good 
shape at all times, including picking up toys and debris upon 
departure from the pool. 

6.  For safety and common sense purposes, no glass containers 
are permitted in the pool area. 

The gate code will be forwarded by email in the near future from 
Kirkpatrick Management. 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ON A SIDE 
NOTE 

We Need 
YOU!! 

There is always a need for 
additional volunteers to 
help with pool security.  

Pool security is pretty easy 
with primary emphasis 

being proper pool closure 
at night and trash 

containers placed at and 
returned from curb.  Duty is 

just week at a time.  This 
could be a good fit for 

someone who likes to go 
down late in the evening to 

cool off and take late 
evening swim.  Anyone 

interested is encouraged to 
contact any of our HOA 
Board members or Paul 

Kirkeiner, Security 
Committee Chairperson. 
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SPRING CLEAN  
YOUR MAILBOX 
Spring’s warmer weather brings us outside and now we begin 
seeing projects that need to be tackled.  One of the home 
improvement projects many times overlooked is our mailboxes.  
Just like our homes, mailboxes get weathered and needs 
cleaned up and painted.   

Does your mailbox have oxidation forming?   If so, check out a 
do-it-yourself website instructing how to clean your mailbox:  
http://www.doityourself.com/stry/remove-rust-from-your-
mailbox-in-number-steps.  If that doesn’t work, it may be time 
to replace it.  The company to contact to replace your mailbox is 
Estes Design, 317-899-5556. 

Your mailbox may be in good shape, but what about that mailbox 
post?  Does it need a new coat of paint?  If so, the subdivision 
will provide the paint for the mailbox at no charge to you.  
Contact Dan Magoun, Homeowners Association President, at 
317-431-4555 to obtain the post paint.   OR if you want to take 
out the hassle of getting the paint and painting the mailbox post 
yourself, why not consider hiring Henry Hartley, a teenager 
resident in our subdivision who is willing and available to paint 
the mailbox post for a small charge of $20.00.  If interested in 
having your mailbox painted by Henry, you can contact him at 
317-997-6270 to get it scheduled.  For an additional $15 Henry 
will attempt to remove some of the 
oxidation on the mailbox.  Please 
note, though, depending upon the 
age of the mailbox and degree of 
paint deterioration, Henry’s great 
effort may not have an effect. 

Diana Capes 

Beautification Committee Chair      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Continued… 

Mark Your 
Calendars 

Neighborhood Garage Sale 
scheduled for June 10 from  

8AM – 2 PM. 

 Summer Party scheduled for 
August 19.  More info to come. 

A Big Thank 
You!! 

Parking 
Reminder 

Trailers are not to be parked in 
driveway overnight except to load 

before or after a trip.  Extended 
time periods beyond one night 

are not provided for by our 
covenants. 

Per our Covenants, vehicles left 
in the street overnight is 

prohibited. The pool clubhouse 
has plenty of parking available for 
those in need of the extra space. 

Thanks to our neighbors who 
utilize this area. 
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Parking Reminder 

Trailers are not to be parked in driveway overnight except to load before or after a trip.  Extended time 
periods beyond one night are not provided for by our covenants. 

Per our Covenants, vehicles left in the street overnight is prohibited. The pool clubhouse has plenty of 
parking available for those in need of the extra space. Thanks to our neighbors who utilize this area.
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